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In recent years, with the rapid development of real estate industry, the real estate 
brokerage industry is prospering, but it is followed by the gradual increase in the real 
estate brokerage contracts involving civil litigation. In order to clarify the various 
relationships of the real estate brokerage business, to clear rights and obligations, to 
prevent disputes and protect the legal interests of the client and the opposite part, we 
must start with basic theory of the real estate brokerage contract to seek a solution 
way. Addition to introduction and conclusion, it’s divided into five chapters. 
The first chapter: Summarize of the real estate brokerage contract. Firstly, the 
thesis analyzes the concept and characteristics of the real estate brokerage contract. 
Then, it analyzes the classification of the real estate brokerage contract and the 
distinction between it and related concepts. Lastly, it illustrates the basic procedure of 
the real estate brokerage business and its important significance. 
The second chapter: The establishment and force effect of the real estate 
brokerage contract. The chapter makes systematic analysis about the form and the 
elements of its establishment. Then, it elucidates the qualifications required for frauds 
to do the real estate brokerage business in China. Lastly, it analyzes the relationship 
between the qualifications required for frauds and the force effect of the real estate 
brokerage contract.  
The third chapter: The request right to get reward of real estate agent. Firstly, the 
thesis analyzes the conditions for the establishment of the request right to get reward, 
and studies the request right to get reward in special circumstances, including the real 
estate transaction contract is attached the conditions that become effective, or is 
revoked, or is lifted. Then, the writer considers that it adopts “agreement within 
statutory limit” system to confirm the reward of real estate agent in China, and the fee 
for commission is a kind of charge independent from the reward of real estate agent. 
Lastly, it analyzes the issue about obtaining the price difference in the real estate 
brokerage business. 
The fourth chapter: The issue about the liability of compensating for damage of 
real estate agent. Firstly, the thesis analyzes the scope of obligations of real estate 
agent. Then, it analyzes two specific issues about the liability of compensating for 
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two proposals for enhancing the real estate agent organization’s ability to compensate: 
The system of the real estate agent organization’s professional risk fund and liability 
insurance. 
The fifth chapter: The issue about a kind of nonperformance “bypassing” in the 
real estate brokerage business. Firstly, the thesis analyzes the definition and 
classification of the nonperformance “bypassing” in the real estate brokerage business. 
Then, it analyzes the cause and harm of “bypassing”. Lastly, it makes systematic 
analysis in several issues about “bypassing” in the real estate brokerage business in 
judicial practice of China. 
Keywords: the real estate brokerage contract; the establishment and force effect; 
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